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Chapter 586
Director Yu's words were harsh, of which straight away put Quin

Lin in the spotlight and pitted Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc against
the entire Capital City Cosmetics Association. Moreover, it also
made the passersby feel that Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc was
questioning the credibility of the whole association. Most people,
especially those who didn't know about the issue, would almost

always choose to believe the association. For a moment, the
skepticism towards Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc reached its peak.
Some passers-by even began to yell. "Tear down the display booth

of this unethical company!" "Shut the company down once and for

all!" "Banish Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc from the cosmetics

industry!" Damien Wang and the others looked delighted when

they saw how the situation had turned out to be. They looked at

Quin Lin and the others proudly. Then, Director Xu waved his hand
and said, "Tear the booth down!" The security guards were just

about to take action, when suddenly, they heard a girl's voice.
"Stop!" The crowd was stunned and then they looked towards the

source of the voice. Next, they saw a girl, who looked like a

reporter with a camera, walking over. Director Xu was still a little

puzzled when he saw this girl. However, Director Yu and Damien's
faces turned serious and ferocious. This was because this reporter
was Lydia Zu, and she had photos of their illegal activities. Director
Yu had later sent someone to deal with her quietly, but his mission
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failed when she was rescued in the end. Director Xu looked at

Lydia and said, "Who are you? What are you doing?" Lydia looked
directly at Director Xu and said, "My name is Lydia Zu, and I am a

reporter. I am against your actions of tearing down Fei Enterprises

Holdings Inc's display booth and your slander against the company.
I have questions regarding both of your statements." "You want to

object? What right do you have to object?" Director Xu said in a

cold voice. Director Yu also stepped forward and glared at Lydia,
saying, "You're just a reporter. What right do you have to object to

the decision of the appraisal team or question the credibility of the
Capital City Cosmetics Association?" Director Yu said what was in

many passers-by's minds. After all the words of a small reporter,
who suddenly appeared didn't carry much credibility. However,
Lydia was well prepared. She looked at Director Yu with a sneer

and said, "I certainly believe in the credibility of the Capital City

Cosmetics Association..." Director Yu was stunned and retorted

immediately, "Then why are you defending Fei Enterprises

Holdings Inc? They." "Please let me finish!" Before Director Yu
could finish his sentence, Lydia interrupted him. She continued,
"I'm talking about the credibility of the Capital City Cosmetics

Association! However, is your earlier statement the viewpoint of

the association? Can you represent the credibility of the

association?" Director Yu narrowed his eyes slightly at Lydia's
words. Then he pointed at Damien and said in a crisp voice, "Team
Captain Wang of the appraisal team is the director of Capital City
Cosmetics Association. Can't he represent the credibility of the

association?" "Haha!" Lydia sneered, "You said that he's just a
director of the association. How can his words represent the whole

association?" Damien was fuming when he heard this. He pointed
at Lydia directly and said, "You are talking nonsense. If my words



can't represent the association, then who else?" "Of course,
someone here can!" Lydia said at the top of her lungs, and then

made an inviting gesture, "Someone? Haha, I'd like to see who you
can invite! I'm the top representative of the association in Long

City. i'd like to see who dares to question my words, I..." Damien

sneered. At this moment, everyone's eyes were fixed on a middle

aged man in a jacket. He looked like he was in his late 40s or 50s.
The man was dressed casually. He had some gray hair but his steps

were steady. He had an oppressive aura around him. The
middle-aged man walked over, looked at Damien, and said, "Can I

question your words?" "Who do you think you are? How dare

you..." Damien snorted. However, when he saw the face of the

middle-aged man in front of him, he was shocked. Damien's
expression changed dramatically. He said quickly in a respectful

manner, "President Zu, why are you here? Didn't you say you

couldn't come..." Hearing the address, Director Yu and Director Xu

were also stunned. Then, their expressions also changed. After all,
there was only one person whom Damien would address as
President Zu. He was the President of Capital City Cosmetics

Association, Yoshi Zu. President Zu was supposed to attend this

international exhibition in person. But the night before, President
Zu had an allergic reaction to seafood, causing red spots to grow on

his face. In the end, he decided not to attend the opening ceremony

today. They never thought that President Zu would appear right

now.Moreover, President Zu's face didn't show any signs of allergy

at all! Yoshi looked around at the stunned group of people. He
looked at Damien as he snorted, "If I didn't come, are you going to

continue swaggering here and use the name of the association to
oppress others? Damien trembled. He shook his head and

explained quickly, "President Zu, I, I didn't. I didn't mean that just



now!" "Then what did you mean? Tell me!" President Zu said in a

deep voice. Damien racked his brain to think of an explanation

quickly He explained, "President Zu, the main thing is, Fei
Enterprises Holdings Incs did not pass the products appraisal, yet
they continue to quibble. Therefore, we demand that they tear

down the booth." Director Yu and Director Xu also stepped explain.
forward to help "President Zu, what you don't know is that many of

Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc's products have failed to meet the

requirements after the tests. The quality of the company's products
is quite low!" "Yes, we shouldn't let such an unethical company

affect the exhibition or deceive the consumers. That's why we took
action." They tried to explain desperately, but President Zu and

Lydia Zu just looked at them with a sneer. Finally, after their
explanation, President Zu put his hands behind his back and said in
a deep voice, "So, you're claiming that Fei Enterprises Holdings

Inc's products did not pass the quality test? And the products are

not effective?" "Yes, that's right.." Damien and the others nodded

hurriedly. However, before they finished talking, President Zu
exclaimed, "Nonsense!" "I've used Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc's
product personally. I know for sure how good the product is"
President Zu blurted. "Ah, this..." Damien and the others froze.
They didn't expect President Zu to react in such a way. President
Zu continued, "I was allergic to seafood last night and had red spots
and sores on my face. Initially, I couldn't come. But in the end,
after using the product from Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc last night,
the allergy recovered quickly, that's why I will come here today."
Hearing this, everyone was once again dumbfounded. Their eyes
were inadvertently fixed on President Zu's face. Many people were

muttering, "Is Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc's product that effective?
It was able to cure the severe skin allergy overnight.".
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Chapter 587
Fade Chen looked at Lydia Zu and remembered their conversation
regarding seafood allergy last night. At that time, he really thought
she was asking for herself. Never would he have thought that it was
for President Zu. Their relationship seemed to be out of the

ordinary Damien Wang, Director Yu and Director Xu were shocked

at this moment. They never thought President Zu would test the

products from Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc personally. Their faces
fell. They had no idea what to do. When President Zu saw this, he
said coldly, "How can you tell me that such a good product does

not pass the quality test? If so, then I have a question for you, what
kind of product is considered as the standard one? Facing President

Zu's sharp questions, the expressions on Damien and the rest

became gloomy. Their eyes darted around aimlessly Finally,
Damien looked at President Zu with determination and said
through gritted teeth, "Mr. President, maybe Fei Enterprises

Holdings Inc's product just happened to cure your seafood allergy.
However, this doesn't mean their product quality is problem-free."
"After all, many banned products offer amazing short term effects. I
still have concerns regarding Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc's product
quality." Damien said with a firm tone, convincing many who were

around him. Then, they began to ponder. Some nodded faintly,
seemingly agreeing to Damien's words. Damien was secretly
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delighted with the response. He felt a little at ease. After all, if he
persisted on questioning the quality of the Fei Enterprises Holdings
Inc's products, even the president couldn't prove him wrong

immediately. Even though he would offend President Zu, he might

still be able to build a reputation for himself as the quality
controller for products, and create other opportunities that would

benefit him. But if he gave in now, not only would he completely

offend President Zu, his reputation and status would be ruined as

well. He would lose everything. It was because of this that Damien

insisted on affirming the poor product quality of Fei Enterprises
Holdings Inc. After listening to Damien's words, Director Yu and

Director Xu's eyes lit up. They soon understood what Damien was

going for and spoke up immediately. "President Zu, Fei Enterprises
Holdings Inc's quality problems were determined by the team of

appraisers. It's definitely not the sole decision of Team Captain

Wang." "That's right. The short term effect of the product may be

good but it may have negative long-term side effects. President Zu,
you'd better be careful when you use the product." Yoshi's face
darkened upon hearing their comments. He bellowed, "At this point,
you're still arguing with me?" Damien's heart quivered, but he said
firmly. "President Zu, I don't understand what you mean. We have

nothing to argue about.We are simply telling the truth. Director Yu
and Director Xu added immediately, "President Zu, please
investigate the situation thoroughly. We are definitely not lying."
President Zus face was livid as he watched the three of them
covering each other's backs. He took out several document folders

and threw them in front of the trio. He said coldly, "This is the
information from your appraisal team. These data have
corresponding relevance so they should tally properly. However, I
would like to know why are there huge discrepancies between the
numbers? The data doesn't make sense!" Yoshi pointed out several



points in the assessment results and shouted at Damien. Damien's
face turned pale instantaneously. He didn't know how to explain it.
After all, he had someone fill out those numbers randomly to make

it as though they failed the company's appraisal. He had not

thought about the corresponding pattern. This data might not

mean anything to the untrained eye, but to an experienced person

like President Zu, he could see the contradictions at a glance.
Damien broke out in cold sweat, and he was trembling as he

explained, "These, these numbers may be a testing error!" "Testing
error?" Yoshi snorted, then took out another stack of documents

and demanded, "These are the lab test results of Fei Enterprises

Holdings Inc's products from Long City University. There is a three
hundred percent difference between the two data. Tell me, is this a
mistake?" "This, this..." Damien couldn't explain President Zu

glared at him and yelled, "Don't tell me your team made such a big

mistake on a basic test. If that's the case, what's good for the

association to have an appraisal team like you?" Damien knew that

he had been exposed, but now that things had come to this point,
he could only bite the bullet and resist. He made an excuse and said,
"Maybe the staff who conducted the test was negligent and filled in

the wrong data." Director Yu and Director Xu helped him to explain

quickly. "President Zu, it's not like this hasn't happened before."
"Yes, President Zu, Team Captain Wang's team had to appraise

more than 20 companies at a time, and there were more than a

hundred product samples. It was very likely for errors to happen."
Yoshi turned towards Director Yu of Green Leaf Cosmetics
Company. He snorted and said, "Really? Then I have a question for

Green Leaf Cosmetics." Director Yu was startled. He had a bad

feeling about this. At this moment, Yoshi took out two more piles

of documents and threw them at Director Yu, saying, "Please



explain to me why the test results of your company are so different
from the test results presented by Long City University? Is your

data due to negligence of personnel as well?" Director Yu's face
turned pale while his heart started to race. He thought quickly,
trying to find an excuse. "I, this is..." Yoshi did not wait for him to

continue. He shouted, "There's no need to find an excuse. Do you

think I don't know what you guys have been doing?" Hearing this,
Damien and Director Yu felt a chill run down their back. They had
a bad hunch. Right at this time, Yoshi turned to Lydia Zu, then
nodded his head. Lydia came forward. She looked at Damien and

the others mockingly and said "As a reporter, I managed to capture

some interesting scenes during the recent weeks. Now, I would like

to show them to everyone here." As Lydia spoke, she nodded at

Fade Chen. Fade immediately gave an order to the team at Fei

Enterprises Holdings Inc's who was on standby at the booth.
Following that, the big screen at the booth flickered, and then a

footage appeared. The lighting of the footage was a bit dim and it

flickered occasionally. The background looked like it was a private

room at a nightclub. Then, a few people appeared in the footage.
Needless to say, everyone recognized the figures in the footage

immediately. They included Damien and Director Yu. Seeing this

scene, Damien and Director Yu's faces turned as pale as a white

sheet. They collapsed to the ground in despair..
.
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At that moment, the on- lookers and reporters sensed something

too, and began to discuss it. The reporters were going wild, and
started taking photos and doing coverage over the matter. The
video continued to play, and it was what everyone had suspected.
As the team leader of the appraisal team, Damien Wang took

advantage of his position and asked for bribes from Director Yu and
the other companies who participated in the appraisal. He
modified the results for those he had taken bribes from in the end.
They even mentioned Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc in their
discussion. They said that Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc didn't
understand their rules and didn't know how to appease them.
Therefore, they decided to oppress Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc

with the appraisal result Additionally, the people in the video

involved almost all of the twenty companies that took part in the
exhibition. The most obvious one was Green Leaf Cosmetics Group,
which occupied the main stage of the exhibition hall. At that point,
everyone understood what was really going on. Voices of
discussion, swearing and accusation could be heard. The passers-
by cursed at Damien and others continuously while the reporters
snapped away with their shutters. Damien and the others looked

extremely pale at the moment. They went limp on the ground and

were completely dazed. This was because they knew that their

unscrupulous acts had been exposed. They were doomed and there

was no hope left. Yoshi Zu looked at them and snorted. He waved
his hand and said, "Let the police take them away!" After that,
Yoshi went up to the platform and looked at the crowd and
reporters below. He explained the whole incident clearly and

apologized to everyone for what had happened. He also promised

to personally see to the matter and to organise a strict investigation
throughout the cosmetics association. Soon, the police arrived and

took Damien, Director Yu, Director Xu and the other parties away.



Green Leaf Cosmetics' showcase on the main stage was torn down

on the spot. On the other hand, after clarifying the truth, Fei
Enterprises Holdings Inc moved straight into the exhibition hall to
replace Green Leaf Cosmetics. The media also followed up on the

matter and made relevant news coverage and publicity. After the
news coverage and publicity, Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc finally
managed to clear their name and restore the company's image and

reputation From another point of view, over a dozen companies

involved in the bribery and fraud were now under investigation,
resulting in a void in the cosmetic market of Long City As the local
cosmetics giant, Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc naturally filled up this
void. As a result, Fei Enterprises Holdings Inc's market share went

up by 70%, completely dominating the market in Long City.
Afterwards, Quin and Fade treated Yoshi and Lydia to a meal to

express their gratitude for this matter. Yoshi expressed his regrets

and apology for the association's mismanagement and his

underlings' mistakes. Then, Yoshi toasted to Fade to thank him for

saving Lydia. Only now did Fade and the others realize that Lydia

was Yoshi's daughter. For a moment, they were utterly surprised

and moved. They didn't expect to see the daughter of the

association's president working as a reporter in Capital City instead
of living the good life. At this moment, Fade had even more respect

towards Lydia After the meal, both father and daughter said

goodbye and left. Fade and the others also went home respectively.
Everything resumed to its usual peace the following days. As the
market for the company expanded, the company increased its scale

as well. Quin and Lily were busy again. However, Fade was not too
busy. From time to time, he would go to the company and help in

the infirmary, or he would go to the martial arts center to help Tom

Wei train the students. Otherwise, he would go to Scott



Entertainment to see Fatty Huang and Winnie Huo. Life was
interesting. One quiet but fascinating day, Fade was surprised by

Shinnie Sun's sudden visit. He welcomed Shinnie into the house

and asked, "Shinnie, why are you here? What's the matter?"
Shinnie pouted her mouth, glanced at him with a resentful look,
and said, "Brother Chen, must I only see you when I have a

problem?" Fade smiled and said, "Of course not. It's just that you're
still in school, so you're usually not free." Shinnie looked at him

and said, "I have applied for leave recently. I'm taking a month off."
"A month's leave? What happened? Or is there something wrong

with you?" Fade looked at her nervously. Shinnie smiled and then

shook her head, saying, "Brother Chen, I'm fine. It's my

grandmother who asked me to take a leave." "Francesca Sun? Why

did she ask you to take a leave?" Fade asked in confusion. Shinnie
pouted and said, "I heard from my grandmother that there is going

to be some sort of event soon and I need to attend it. Therefore, I
have to train harder during this period." "By the way, I came here

today to ask you to come home with me. My grandmother said that

she has something urgent to tell you, Shinnie said. Fade was a little
curious. He nodded and stood up as he said, "Since it's an urgent

matter, let's not waste time. Let's go to your home now!" "Okay!"
Shinnie nodded obediently and then left together with Fade. Soon,
the two of them arrived at the Sun family. Francesca waved to

dismiss her family members before coming over to Fade. She was
about to kneel down and show respect to Fade. "Master Fade waved

his hand and said, "You don't have to do that! Let's sit and talk."
"Thank you, master!" Francesca got up from the floor and sat down

next to Fade. Then she said to him, "Mr. Chen, I've asked Shinnie to
invite you here to report two main things." "Go ahead!" Fade said.
"Yes!" Francesca said, "Firstly, the Martial Arts Convention of the



five provinces will be held in a month's time." "The Martial Arts

Convention of the five provinces?" Fade looked at Francesca,
puzzled. She explained, "The Martial Arts Convention of the five

provinces is an event organised by Long City and the four provinces
around the city "The Martial Arts Convention first started some

decades ago. Back then, the martial arts community in different

provinces were growing rapidly as they set up their own territories.
Naturally, fights were inevitable among them and bloody incidents

were a common sight. These martial arts communities often fought

with each other over the bloodshed, of which resulted in the fall of

both parties. Subsequently, the other forces took advantage of the

chaos and overtook them." "In order to prevent these incidents from
happening again, several target forces joined hands to organize the

Martial Arts Convention of the five provinces. The Martial Arts

Convention offers the opportunity for forces with dispute and
territory battles to fight against each other, in order to decide the

distribution of benefits based on the results of the matches..
.
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Chapter 589
"Later on, the development of the Martial Arts Convention

continued to evolve until today. The martial arts communities in

various places also gradually stabilized. Therefore, the significance
of the Martial Arts Convention of the five provinces shifted from
the distribution of benefits to a platform for martial arts
communities to exchange skills and for the younger generation to
compete. Of course, if there are major conflicts of interest, they
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would also resolve it at the Martial Arts Convention." After
listening to that, Fade Chen understood the significance of the

Martial Arts Convention of the five provinces. At first, it was a
fierce battle for territory, but now it gradually evolved into a social

event. This was not a bad thing for martial artists. After all, a
martial artist needed to exchange skills and learn from each other
in order to make progress. Francesca Sun looked at Fade and

continued, "This kind of event is held every three years. This time

it's Long City's turn to organise it. As a local representative, our
family is responsible for hosting the Martial Arts Convention of the
five provinces. Mr. Chen, do you have any suggestions for this

convention?" Fade replied, "I don't know matters related to the

convention. You should handle it." "Yes!" Francesca nodded and

continued to speak cautiously, "Most of the time, during the

Martial Arts Convention, the juniors from different martial arts

communities will exchange skills and learn from each other. I'm
afraid my Sun family's juniors are not capable enough. Therefore,
during this period of time, I've gathered all the young generation of
my family to undergo special training." Fade heart skipped a beat

upon hearing this. He understood why Francesca was so cautious.
Because of the conflict between him and the Sun family, he had
severely injured numerous middle-level martial artists from the

Sun family, resulting in the lack of members with mid-level
strength. Hence, Francesca had no choice but to gather juniors to

undergo special training. Thinking of this, Fade said, "Is that the
reason why you asked Shinnie to take leave for the sake of the
Martial Arts Convention?" Francesca nodded and said, "Shinnie got
talent in martial arts talent, but she has not been very interested in

martial arts. I don't want to force her to practice martial arts,
however, her strength is just not up to par. If she goes out for the



match, I am afraid she can't even protect herself. Therefore, I want
to take this opportunity to improve her skills." "You're right about
this. It's a good idea to become stronger, Fade nodded. Then he

thought of something and continued, "The Martial Arts Convention

of the five Long City is the first thing you wanted to tell me. What

is the second thing?" Francesca looked at Fade and said, "The
second thing is, Mr. Chen, you asked me to investigate the Skull

Mob." "The Skull Mob!" Hearing these three words, Fade's gaze
froze and he had a strange expression in his eyes. He recalled the

encounter he had with Quin in Fumba Town. That time, a group of

people with skull masks took advantage of the news about Jeremy
Lin to kidnap Quin. The incident left a lasting impression on Fade.
"What clues did you manage to find?" Fade asked intently

Francesca said, "There are not many clues. I managed to find

something by coincidence some time ago. It is said that a group of

men in black with skull masks appeared in a mountain area in the
neighboring city. They hide during the day and only come out at

night. The ordinary people usually don't see them nor know what

these people are doing. It was by chance that a local resident took a
picture of them. That's how I knew where they were!" While

speaking, Francesca handed Fade a photo. Fade took the photo and
looked at it. The photo was not very clear, one could only make out

a few dark shadows behind the trees vaguely. However, Fade
recognized them at a glance. The masks that the dark shadows

wore were the skull masks that he had seen in Fuma Town. In the

middle of the mask was a little green bud pattern. "That's them!"
Fade said coldly, "Where is the exact location? I need to go and

have a look." Francesca handed the map immediately and pointed

out the location for him. He nodded and said with all seriousness,
"Please look after things in Long City. I'll go over there and have a



look." "Yes!" Francesca nodded and then said, "Mr. Chen, please
bring Shinnie along with you!" "Bring Shinnie along?" Fade
frowned and looked at Francesca Francesca explained quickly,
"Shinnie used to stay there for a while, so she is more familiar with

Longxu City. She may be able to help you there. At the same time,
I wish to request you to take Shinnie along to help her gain
experience." Fade was silent for a moment, then nodded and said,
"Okay. Let Shinnie get ready then. We'll embark in two hours!"
"Okay!" Francesca nodded, then sent him off. Francesca looked
after Fade as he left and murmured softly, "Shinnie, I've tried my

best to create opportunities for you. I hope you can take the

opportunity to leave a good impression in Mr. Chen's heart." After
that, Francesca turned around and called Shinnie over to give her

some advice. Fade went home and told his wife about the matter.
Then he met up with Shinnie and set off for Longxu City
immediately. Soon, the two arrived at Longxu City. As the location
where they discovered the Skull Mob was in the mountain area,
Fade and Shinnie couldn't enter the area directly. They had to find

other means of transportation to go up the mountain after arriving
in the city area. It took them more than half a day to get there, and
it was already evening when they reached the city area, Fade
thought it was rather late, and he wasn't in a hurry. Therefore, he
booked a hotel in Longxu City to rest for a night and planned to
continue the journey the next day, After leaving their luggage in

the downstairs for dinner. hotel, they went The journey was really

exhausting. They ordered many dishes and started to gobble up

their meals. Even the usually elegant Shinnie was eating greedily at
the moment. Just as they were eating, they heard a surprised

exclamation. "Shinnie Sun, is that you?" Shinnie was busy eating

when she heard the sound. She wiped the corner of her mouth



before she turned around. She saw a girl in her twenties with long

hair standing beside her and looking at her with delight. "You
are..." Shinnie looked at the girl but did not recognize her for a

while. Seeing this, the girl pointed at herself and said with a smile,
"Shinnie, I am Fynna Yuan. Don't you remember me?" Shinnie
suddenly came to a realization when she heard the name. She
smiled and said, "Fynna, it's you. I'm sorry that I didn't recognize
you for a while." "It's okay. After all, we haven't seen each other for
years," Fynna said to her while smiling. Then her eyes fell on Fade,
who was next to Shinnie. She couldn't help but turn her eyes over

and said, "Shinnie, is this your boyfriend? I remember that you

once told me that your dream man must be tall and handsome with
high literacy and skills in martial arts." "Fynna!" Shinnie blushed
when she heard this. She quickly waved and interrupted her words.
Then she explained, "Fynna, this is Fade Chen, my.my friend.".

.
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Chapter 590
"Just a friend?" Fynna noticed Shinnie's blushing face and

inadvertently scanned Fade Chen from top to bottom. "Yes, he's
just a friend." Shinnie pulled Fynna and explained hurriedly. Then
she introduced Fynna to Fade, "Brother Chen, this is Fynna Yuan.
She used to be my classmate in junior high school." "Hello!" Fade
and Fynna acknowledged each other with a nod. At this time, a tall
and handsome young man made his way over and said, "Fynna,
what are you doing there?" Hearing the voice, Fynna turned
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around, held the young man's arm, and walked over with a smile

to introduce him to Shinnie and Fade. "This is my boyfriend,
Palmer Wu. We are classmates in university. We heard about the

beautiful scenery here in Longxu City, and decided to come here

for sightseeing together during the holidays." Students couples
travelling during holidays was a very common sight. Then, Fynna
introduced Palmer to Shinnie and Fade. "Palmer, this is Shinnie
Sun, my good friend who's now in Dragonville. This is Fade Chen,
Shinnie'...good friend." Palmer listened to the introduction as he

scanned the two of them. He glanced at Fade and finally fixed his

eyes on Shinnie. Suddenly, his eyes lit up as he stared at Shinnie

beautiful face for a few seconds. He had a strange glint in his eyes.
He smiled unwittingly as he reached out his right hand to Shinnie
and said, "Hi, I am Palmer Wu." Even though Shinnie's skills were
not as strong, she was still a martial arts practitioner. Therefore,
her sense was better than that of ordinary people. Naturally, she
felt Palmer's aura. Shinnie frowned slightly and felt a little

displeased. After all, Palmer was Fynna's boyfriend, and it was

really inappropriate for him to look at her this way. She decided
not to shake his hand and just nodded her head gently as a
response. Then, she leaned slightly towards Fade. Palmer narrowed

his eyes slightly. He glanced at Fade, then withdrew his right hand

with some reluctance. The overexcited Fynna did not notice her

boyfriend's abnormal behaviour. Instead, she moved closer to

Shinnie and continued to chatter, "Shinnie, what are you and your

friend doing here in Longxu City? Are you guys on a vacation?"
Hearing this, Shinnie shook her head and said, "We are not here for

vacation. Fade has some matters to deal with. We came here to

settle it together." "Oh, I see!" Fynna said with some

disappointment when she heard that Shinnie wasn't here for a



vacation. Following that, she smiled at Shinnie and said, "In that

case, you go ahead with your work. Let's come out again when you

are free!" "Sure!" Shinnie nodded and smiled. Fynna waved
goodbye and returned to her seat. However, her boyfriend kept

glancing over at Shinnie, with eager and reluctant expressions on

his face. Fade and Shinnie continued to eat after that. Soon, the
two finished their dinner and were about to return to their hotel
room. Suddenly, they heard a loud noise coming from the front

door of the hotel. All the customers in the hotel turned their heads

and looked in the direction of the noise. They saw a few punks with

tattoos whistling as they entered the hotel. The punks looked
around the hotel. When they saw Fynna and Palmer, they fixed

their eyes on them in an instant and walked straight towards them.
As they approached, the punks made their moves immediately.
Seeing this, Palmer charged towards them while Fynna was

blurting something beside him. However, Palmer and Fynna were

outnumbered by the punks and the both of them were no match.
Soon, Palmer was beaten a few times and fell to the ground. Fynna
was also caught by several punks, who then dragged her by arm

and tried to leave. The customers in the hotel frowned. Some stood

up and shouted, "Who are you guys? Stop! Otherwise, l call the
police." However, before the person could call the police, someone

stopped him and said with a fearful look on his face, "Don't be
hasty. We can't afford to mess with these people." "What do you

mean?" The man frowned. The man next to him pointed to the

tattoos on the punks body and whispered, "Look at their tattoos!
That's Master Zhang's people. Don't stir up trouble." "Master Zhang?
Is he very powerful?" The man was puzzled. The others whispered,
"Of course he is powerful. Don't you know. Master Zhang is one of

the overlords in Longxu City. The Zhang family is the second most



powerful family in Longxu City behind the Gong family, of which
Master Gong is from." When the people around heard this, their
expressions changed. Then they took a few steps back in horror to

move away from the group of punks. Even the person who wanted

to call the police earlier went pale at the moment. Finally, he
sighed helplessly, and retracted his steps as he shook his head.
Although he had a sense of justice, he knew that he could not

afford to offend a family who ranked second in the city. Seeing this,
those punks were even more arrogant and proud. They punched

and kicked Palmer a few more times, and then forcibly took Fynna

away. Fynna shouted in horror. She screamed for help but

everyone around her backed away cowardly. Even the hotel guards

pretended to see nothing as they lowered their heads and left.
Shinnie grew anxious when she saw the situation. She looked at

Fade unwittingly. Fade surely understood what Shinnie meant. He
said quietly, "Let's go over and have a look." The two of them

walked towards the punks. At this moment, the punks were having
a tug of war with Fynna as they said teasingly, "Beauty, you guys

have offended Master Zhang. Now, he wants you to have a few

drinks with him. You won't refuse him, will you?" Fynna yelled,
"That incident was indeed our fault. But we're willing to

compensate, we will compensate!" "Compensate? Haha, do you

know how much Master Zhang's car is worth? Can you guys afford

it?" The punks sneered and pulled Fynna with more force. When

Palmer saw that his girlfriend was about to be taken away, he
gritted his teeth and shouted, "Don't do anything rashly. Just
because I'm not local doesn't mean I'm afraid of you. Let me tell

you, I also know people in Longxu City." "Wow, you know people

too! Who do you know? Are you threatening us? I am so scared!"
The punks laughed. Next, he waved his hand and shouted, "Take



the woman away. As for the man, continue to beat him up!" In an

instant, the punks grabbed Fynna and were about to take her away

by force. At the same time, they continued to attack Palmer. The
punks cursed angrily while beating Palmer, "You ungrateful piece

of sh*t. How dare you challenge us after offending Master Zhang.
You will know the consequences when Master Zhang is done with
your girlfriend.".

.
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Chapter 591
As they spoke, their eyes were on Fynna as they stared at her

lustfully while spitting vulgar and obscene remarks. "Haha, this
little beauty has good looks and a body to match!" "That's right.
After Master Zhang is finished with her, we may also be able to

play with her too!" "Haha, that will be such an enjoyment. Her long
legs, her slender waist, I..." "Sh*t, stop going on about her. I can't
hold it. I'm about to have an erection." The punks grew even more

arrogant as they spoke. They laughed wildly while dragging Fynna

away and teaching Palmer Wu a lesson at the same time. The
people in the hotel didn't dare say anything at all. After all, they
couldn't afford to offend Master Zhang. Those who didn't know
who Master Zhang was also knew that he was not someone to mess
around with, judging from his henchmen. Under such
circumstances, Fynna was completely subdued. She was about to
be taken away. At this moment, Shinnie Sun and Fade Chen

managed to catch up with Fynna. Shinnie's eyes were stern. She
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shouted coldly, "Stop where you are." Hearing the voice, the punks
turned their heads and looked over. When they saw Shinnie, their
eyes suddenly lit up. "Oh, another beautiful girl. This one is
gorgeous." "Beauty, do you want to play with us?" "If that's the case,
we don't mind. Come, let's play together!" The punks laughed
unscrupulously and threw dirty remarks at Shinnie Sun When
Fynna saw Shinnie coming over, she could not help but call out

worriedly, "Shinnie, what are you doing here? Hurry, get out of
here, I.." Shinnie understood what Fynna was trying to tell her. She
nodded and cast a reassuring look at her as she said, "Fynna, don't
worry about me. I will be fine. I will save you." Then, she shouted
at the punks, "Let her go now!" "Let her go? Haha, are you
kidding?" The punks laughed. "Do you know who Master Zhang

is?" "Miss, if you want to flatter Master Zhang, just tell us. We'll
take you over to play together. Hehe, when the time comes, you'll
see how powerful Master Zhang is." Shinnie ignored the gangster's
dirty remarks and repeated coldly, "Let her go now!" Fade also
added in calmly, "This is your last chance!" "Haha, kid, you're quite
arrogant!" The gangster glanced at Fade with disdain. They
obviously did not take his threat seriously. Seeing this, Shinnie's
eyes showed a hint of anger. She stepped forward and was ready to
make her move. Fade saw this and asked, "Shinnie, do you want me

to help?" Shinnie shook her head and said, "Brother Chen, there's
no need. These are just a few punks, I can still handle them. Besides,
grandma asked me to follow you so I can improve." Fade
understood what she meant, so he nodded, and stayed where he

was. He watched as she attacked the punks. He did not look

worried at all. After all, Shinnie's strength was considered weak by

her martial arts family's standards, However, her progress at the
late Yellow Level stages meant she was already a master to



ordinary people. Shinnie had already launched an attack. First, she
threw a punch at the gangster who was grabbing Fynna. The
gangster was shocked at the sight of Shinnie's action, but he didn't
take it seriously. He laughed and said, "Beauty, it's not a good idea

to fight with us. It will be a pity if we hurt you.We won't be able to
have fun together!" The gangster extended his right hand to catch

Shinnie's fist. However, as soon as he touched her fist, the gangster
was dumbfounded. Shinnie's strength was completely beyond his

imagination. That huge force hit him hard, sending him flying as

he landed on the ground with a loud thud. He spat out a mouthful

of blood. The other punks, who were still laughing and watching

the show, were all stunned by this. They surrounded her and

started attacking her. Shinnie was fearless in the face of the

approaching punks. The meek girl had turned into a goddess of war,
attacking the punks with swift and skillful moves. In less than five

minutes, Shinnie defeated the entire group of punks by her own.
They all collapsed to the ground, blood dripping from the corners

of their mouths as they wailed endlessly. Then, Shinnie stopped
and walked over to Fynna. She helped her up and asked with

concern, "Fynna, are you all right?" Fynna shook her head and

helped the injured Palmer up. Then she nodded to Shinnie and

Fade and said, "Thank you." Shinnie waved her hand and told her it
was nothing. Then she pointed to the punks who had scrambled out

of the hotel and asked, "Fynna, why are these people," Fynna
sighed softly. She glanced at Palmer and then began to explain.
Soon, Fade and Shinnie both understood the whole situation. In
fact, it was just a small matter. Fynna and Palmer were in Longxu

City for a holiday. Naturally, they would walk around and go

sightseeing. With their cheerful and lively demeanor, they took

photos everywhere they went and were having a good time.



However, earlier that afternoon, they came to a cafe to take a break.
At the entrance of the cafe, they saw a Lamborghini sports car

worth tens of millions of yuan parked by the road, It was natural
for a man to be interested in sports cars. Palmer took a lot of photos

at that time. He was still not satisfied after taking photos of the

luxurious car. Since the owner of the car was not around, Palmer

asked Fynna to take a few photos of him with the car so that he
could go back and show off. Initially, Fynna thought it was not a
good idea, but she couldn't stand Palmer's pleading. In the end, she
helped Palmer take pictures with the car. In the beginning, Palmer

just stood in front of the sports car for the photos. However, he was
over excited and started approaching the sports car. He leaned
against the door and then propped his hands on the roof of the car.
In the end, he laid on top of the car so Fynna could take a feature

shot of him posing with the car. But right at that moment, the
owner of the car came back. He was a young man in his twenties.
He looked very fashionable and was very likely a rich heir Fynna
apologized to him immediately. Palmer wanted to engage small

talks with him as well. In his opinion, it was not a big deal to

borrow his car to take some photos. However, they didn't expect
the car owner to be someone with a violent temper. When he saw

what they were doing, he stormed up to them and shouted angrily.
He even assaulted them out of rage..

.
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Chapter 592
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Fynna apologized again. However, the owner of the car was still
dissatisfied. He said that since Palmer had touched his car, he
could either cut off his hands that touched the car, or compensate

the owner. Palmer would never agree to cut off his own hands, so
he chose to pay a compensation. As a result, the owner of the car
asked for a whopping sum of 200,000 yuan. For the two university
students, this amount was just an astronomical sum. There was no
way they could afford it. Therefore, Fynna explained the situation

and begged for mercy from the car owner However, he did not

want an apology and instead demanded compensation. In the end,
he took an interest in Fynna and said that if they could not afford
to pay, he could take her instead. She could be his companion in

bed for a few nights. Palmer didn't think it was that big of a deal in
the first place.When he heard the car owner insulting his girlfriend

like that, he got angry instantly and started a fight with the car

owner. Perhaps the owner of the car only knew how to party

around and was a feeble man. He was no match for Palmer. After a
few blows, Palmer managed to knock him to the ground. Palmer

wanted to continue beating him up, but Fynna felt that it was
technically their fault. On top of that, the owner of the car didn't
seem to be someone with an ordinary background, so she grabbed

Palmer and fled immediately. The two of them escaped and came

to this hotel. They were relieved when no one caught up with them

until earlier on Unexpectedly, the car owner's henchmen tracked

them to the hotel. It seemed that he really was someone of

influence After listening to their story, Fade and Shinnie looked at

each other and frowned slightly. As a matter of fact, the cause of
this matter was indeed not a big deal. However, Palmer was really

irresponsible. His arrogance and stupidity made the matter escalate,
and eventually caused harm to his girlfriend, Fynna. Fynna looked



worried and said anxiously, "What should we do now? We didn't
expect this matter to be so serious! It was just a few photos. But
now, they... Palmer noticed the worried look on Fynna's face and
the frowns on Fade and Shinnie's face. He felt embarrassed. He
waved his hand and said confidently, "Fynna, don't worry. In my

opinion, it's no big deal. That guy is just a rich brat here, so what's
there to be arrogant about? I know people in Longxu City too."
Hearing his brags, Fade and Shinnie looked even more

contemptuous and dissatisfied. Fynna added, "Palmer, please stop
joking around." Palmer patted his chest and said, "I'm not joking.
I'm telling the truth. I do know someone in Longxu City. He's the
son of my father's business partner. I heard that his family has high

social status in Longxu City, and he is quite influential too." He
assured her, "I'll call him now and ask him to help me. I'm sure I

can solve this problem, so don't you worry." "Really?" Fynna was
still skeptical. "Fynna, I'm your boyfriend. Don't you believe me?
l'l call my friend now," Palmer said proudly. He even glanced at

Fade and Shinnie deliberately before he took out his mobile phone.
Soon, Palmer's call was connected. He spoke in a spirited manner,
"Master Huang, it's me, Palmer Wu. Yes, the Palmer Wu you met

last year, when our fathers were discussing about their businesses."
"Yes, yes, I'm in Longxu City now. I'm here for a vacation with my

girlfriend." "It's not a coincidence. Master Huang, we have a little
trouble here, is it convenient for you to come over? We're at the
Crown Hotel. I'll wait for you at the hotel lobby." "Okay. You're the
best. Next time when you come to my place, I will definitely repay
your kindness" Palmer said with an enthusiastic smile and then

hung up the phone. After putting away his mobile phone, Palmer

looked at Fade and Shinnie arrogantly. Then he said, "As I've said,
I have connections in Longxu City." "I have already made the phone



call.Master Huang will be here soon. You guys don't have to worry
about it." "Can this Master Huang really resolve the matter?" Fynna
was still slightly concerned. Palmer glared at her and said, "What

are you talking about? Master Huang is my friend. Since he has
promised to help me, then he will. Moreover, the Huang family has

a high status in Longxu City. No matter how powerful Master

Zhang is, Master Huang can surely overpower him. I'm sure we can

resolve the matter after a good discussion." "I hope so!" Fynna said,
Palmer said with self-confidence, "Of course, don't you know who

your boyfriend is? My name resonates everywhere." While gloating,
he looked in the direction of Shinnie again, his face full of pride.
When Shinnie saw this, she could not help but frown slightly She

felt that Palmer was really unreliable. He was careless and arrogant.
No one knew whether this matter could be resolved or not.
Thinking of this, Shinnie couldn't help but feel a little worried for

Fynna. Then she looked at Fade with an inquisitive expression.
Fade naturally understood what she was thinking. He nodded
gently and said, "Let's stay for a while and go back later." Shinnie
nodded and said her thanks softly. Palmer's eyes lit up when he

saw Shinnie stay back. He thought that his performance just now

was effective in attracting Shinnie's attention. He couldn't help but
become excited and chatty. He made many boastful comments

during the conversation. Just as he was talking enthusiastically, a
loud sound interrupted their conversation. A Lamborghini sports

car screeched to a halt at the entrance of the hotel. Following that

the car door swung open and a young man in his twenties came out.
He looked at the hotel behind his sunglasses and then walked in.
Behind him, a group of burly men with crew haircuts got off their

cars and followed him. Compared to those punks with tattoos just

now, these strong men obviously looked stronger. As for Palmer



and Fynna, their expressions fell when they saw the sports car and

the young man, It was clear that this young man was the owner of

the car they were talking about. He was the person the punks

referred to as Master Zhang. "Is that him?" Shinnie asked Fynna.
"It's him." Fynna nodded, a look of worry returning to her

expression. She couldn't help but look at her boyfriend, the
concern in her eyes becoming more intense. After all, before
Palmer's help could arrive, the opponent had arrived first.
Moreover, it seemed that he had brought along a new group of men.
The situation might be even worse than she had expected. At that
moment, Palmer was also a little surprised. Uneasiness flashed
across his face. However, he smiled almost immediately and said

with confidence, "Don't worry, it's going to be fine. Master Huang

will be here soon. There won't be any problems.".
.
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Chapter 593
Master Zhang had already walked up to Palmer and Fynna. He
took off his sunglasses and stared at the both of them fiercely. He
said coldly, "Running away, are you?" "F*ck, how dare you beat me?
I must teach you a lesson today," Master Zhang shouted angrily,
and then added, "Also, who was the one who beat up my men in

the hotel just now? Show yourself!" A gangster pointed to Shinnie

immediately and said to Master Zhang, "Master, she was the one
who beat up our people." "Sh*t.." Master Zhang was about to swear,
but his eyes suddenly lit up when he saw Shinnie. He was stunned
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and smiled instantly, "I didn't expect it to come from a beautiful

girl." Then, Master Zhang took the initiative to approach Shinnie,
and his hand moved towards her slender and fair arm." Xeno Zhang,
have always been gentle to women. Since it was your doing, this
matter can be discussed." Speaking of this, Master Zhang not only

held her hand, but also moved his head closer to her cheek. He
teased, "Miss, you assaulted my people just now. How do you plan

to compensate me? How about compensating me with yourself? I

am." Without waiting for him to finish his words, Shinnie pushed
Master Zhang's disgusting hand away. At the same time, she
shouted coldly, "Get out of my face!" Master Zhang was unhappy

being pushed away. He glared at Shinnie and said coldly, "D*mn, I
was nice to you but you're asking for it!" "If that's the case, 'll take
you as well. I'll teach you a good lesson later, so that you'll know
how powerful I am!" Master Zhang waved his hand and ordered his

men to take action. Seeing this, Fynna became nervous. She tugged
her boyfriend's arm and whispered, "Palmer, think of a way quick.
Shinnie is going to be bullied." Palmer patted her hand gently and

looked at Shinnie, then said, "Don't worry, I've got this." Palmer

stepped forward, looked at Master Zhang, and said, "Master Zhang,
this whole thing is just a small misunderstanding. I was indeed
wrong in the first place, but Master Zhang, you have overreacted a

little. How about this? Let's all take a step back and show each

other respect to resolve this matter!" Hearing this, Master Zhang

raised his eyes and looked at Palmer. He snorted and said, "Show
you respect? Who do you think you are? Do you think you deserve

my respect?" Palmer's face darkened when he heard this. He said
coldly, "Master Zhang, you may have some status in Longxu City,
but I am not someone anyone can bully easily either. Let's solve
this amicably. Otherwise, if both of us get hurt, things will get



ugly." "Hurt? Haha, what right do you have to challenge me?
Master Zhang glanced disdainfully at Palmer and poked his chest
Right after that, he waved his hand and ordered his men to get

ready. Then he said to Palmer, "I'll teach you a lesson now. I'll
capture all of you, and then i'll play with your girlfriend." "Not only
that, but I also want you to watch me doing it, and maybe even

give my companions a try at her. Let's see what you can do about

that?" Fynna's body trembled when she heard this. She was
horrified and she began to shake in fear. Palmer's face was gloomy.
He glared at Master Zhang, gritted his teeth and said, "Master

Zhang, don't test my patience. As I mentioned, I am not a person to

be trifled with in Longxu City. I have my connections here." "Oh no,
I'm so scared!" Master Zhang laughed. He did not even take

Palmer's words seriously. He waved his hand and said, "Go. Get
them." In an instant, several burly men rushed over and tried to

capture them. Fynna was the first target. Fynna screamed in fear

and kept retreating backwards. Palmer glared at Master Zhang and

said through gritted teeth, "I am close to Master Huang of Longxu

City. I have just contacted him and he will be here soon. Master

Zhang, don't regret your action later!" Hearing that, Master Zhang

said, "Master Huang, what Master Huang? Why haven't I heard
about a Master Huang in my city before? Are you trying to fool

around?" Master Zhang reached out his hand and patted Palmer's
face as he spoke. Palmer felt angry and humiliated, but he couldn't
do anything as Master Huang had not arrived yet. He took a deep

breath and said, "Master Huang is Draco Huang, and his father is

Quest Huang. Now that you know, let go of us immediately!"
"Draco Huang and Quest Huang?" Master Zhang frowned slightly,
pondering about these two names. The two names rung a bell. At
this time, one of his men whispered something in his ear. Hearing



that, Master Zhang was stunned and his expression changed.
Seeing this, Palmer was beaming with pride. He snorted and said

arrogantly, "Are you afraid now? Let me tell you, Master Huang is

my good friend. Quest Huang and my father are also business

partners for many years. Let go of us now, or you'll be sorry when

Master Huang comes.." However, before he could even finish his

words, Master Zhang cackled, "Haha, I was actually worried for a

second there! You mean the Huang family who opened the mill?"
"Huang family doesn't even have ten million in assets. How dare

you bring his name up in front on me? What a joke!" Master Zhang

said, "D*mn, you're full of nonsense. Is this all you've got? Why

don't you bring Draco Huang over. Let's see who's the boss here!"
"You!" Palmer did not expect such a reaction from Master Zhang.
His face sank for a moment before he said doubtfully, "You are

lying! Master Huang has a high position in Longxu City. He is
definitely a big shot. Don't you lie to me.." As Palmer spoke, a
BMW stopped at the entrance of the hotel. The car door opened,
and a young man in his early twenties and dressed in a casual suit
got out of the car. The man glanced at the hotel after he got down

from the car. Then, he smirked slightly before strolling into the

hotel confidently Palmer was thrilled as though his savior had
arrived. He rushed over and said, "Master Huang, you're finally
here!" With a confident look on his face, Master Huang patted

Palmer on the shoulder and said, "Tell me, Palmer, what's wrong?
I'll solve it easily. In Longxu City, my words still carry weight."
Swiftly after Palmer heard these, he became confident. He was
even more certain that Master Zhang was lying to him. Therefore,
he glared at Master Zhang and said, "Master Huang, that's the guy.
He brought his people to beat me and my girlfriend up. Just now,



he even said that you are a nobody in Longxu City. He probably
doesn't even think of you highly.".
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Chapter 594
"Really?" Master Huang snorted and said proudly, "I'd like to see

who is so bold to disrespect me and hurt my friend here in Longxu
City. I will definitely... Master Huang snorted as he turned around,
his face full of pride. However, when he saw the person Palmer was

pointing at, his expression froze. He was stunned. His jaw dropped

open as he was shocked at who he saw. His voice began to tremble

as he said, "Master Zhang, it's you?" "Surprised?" Master Zhang

snorted as he stretched out his right hand and patted Master
Huang's cheek a few times. He said coldly, "Draco Huang, how
surprising! I heard that you have a reputation here and are being

addressed as Master Huang. You even have the authority to turn

Longxu City upside down with just one word, eh? Not bad!" At that
moment, Draco's face had turned completely bitter. He bowed
slightly and said, "Master Zhang, I dare not. I wouldn't call myself

master in front of you. I was just joking." "Really?" Master Zhang

snorted, "But that's not I saw!" "Aren't you going to stand up for

your friend and teach me a lesson? Why don't you do it now?"
Master Zhang slapped Draco directly on the face. Draco's face
turned red and was instantly swollen. However, he did not

complain. Instead, he showed a flattering look. He nodded and

bowed, "Master Zhang, I was wrong. All my words were nonsense.
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I won't dare do it again in the future!" "So you won't dare do it in

the future? Then what should we do with this matter now?"Master

Zhang folded his arms and glanced at Palmer and the others. Draco
also looked over and nodded immediately, "I know what to do.
Please be assured, Master Zhang, I'll deal with it right away." With

that, Draco turned around and walked up to Palmer. He slapped
Palmer in the face and shouted angrily, "Palmer, I came here to

help you, but you f*cking tricked me, you b*stard!" Palmer was

also a little confused at the moment. He had yet to make sense of

the situation in front of him. Palmer cupped his cheek and

explained, "Master Huang, I didn't know. I didn't expect him..."
"What did you not expect! Let me tell you, this is Xeno Zhang, the
rich and famous Master Zhang in Longxu City The Zhang family is
the second most influential family after the Gong family in Longxu
City. Do you hear me clearly?" Draco said angrily Just now, when
Palmer was being beaten up, he didn't pay attention to the

whispers of the people around him. At this moment, he finally
heard it clearly. In an instant, Palmer froze. He looked at Draco in

disbelief, and said with difficulty, "I hear you clearly now. "Since
you know now, apologize to Master Zhang quick," Draco said

angrily, "And may I remind you to avoid pulling any tricks in front

of Master Zhang and just apologize to him wholeheartedly. Just do
whatever Master Zhang asks you to do. Do you understand?" "Yes, I
understand!" Palmer trembled. Then he bowed to Master Zhang

and apologized, "Master Zhang, I failed to recognize your noble

identity just now. I was wrong. I shouldn't have offended you.
Please forgive me and give me another chance." Master Zhang

looked at Palmer and said with a faint smile, "Give you a chance? I

remember that just minutes ago, you didn't even say that you

would give me a chance!" "I was wrong, I was wrong!" Palmer



started to kowtow. "Do you think an apology is all it takes?" Master

Zhang snorted and then looked at Fynna, "Someone seems to have

forgotten what I have said just now." Palmer's face froze. He was a
little hesitant. However, Draco shot him a dagger look. Palmer

gritted his teeth. Then, he grabbed Fynna and said in a hurry,
"Fynna, come quickly and apologize to Master Zhang!" Fynna's
expression was livid. However, she knew that the tables had turned

and that her boyfriend's aid was of no use. There was no other way
to deal with this. Therefore, she could only bow and apologize,
"Master Zhang, I'm sorry. it's our fault." "Oh, do you think a sorry is
enough?" Master Zhang chuckled, and then scanned Fynna from

head to toe. His eyes constantly lingered on Fynna's certain body

parts as he clicked his tongue from time to time. Finally, he sneered,
"You have a good figure and appearance. Your legs are also very

slim, and your skin is fair and tender. I think I will enjoy playing

with you." Following that, Master Zhang said to Palmer, "Since you
guys want to apologize, let your girlfriend follow me back. I'll
make sure to take good care of her at the hotel later." With this,
Master Zhang's lustful eyes swept over Fynna again Palmer's face
froze. He looked towards Fynna, his eyes flickering Seeing this,
Fynna's face instantly turned pale. She bit her lips and said, "No, I
don't want! If he does whatever he wants on me, I won't forgive
you all." Seeing his girlfriend's firm attitude, Palmer felt a little

embarrassed. He looked at Master Zhang again and said, "Master

Zhang, my girlfriend Master Zhang interrupted coldly, "What,
you're unwilling? Then I'll teach you a lesson instead!" Palmer's
body quivered. He didn't look good. At this point, Draco looked

anxious too. He approached Palmer and persuaded him quietly,
"Palmer, what are you doing? Master Zhang has given you a

chance. Why are you hesitating?" Palmer said, "Fynna is my



girlfriend. We.." Palmer was still a little reluctant. Draco said in a

hurry, "It's just a woman, what's with all the fuss? You can always

look for another one. However, if you offend Master Zhang, you're
screwed." "Palmer, if you dare hand me over, I'll commit suicide,
Fynna said firmly. Hearing this, Palmer's expression was twisted.
Draco still wanted to persuade him, but just as he was about to
speak, he suddenly noticed Shinnie. His face brightened. Then he

asked in a low voice, "Who is she?" Palmer whispered something to

Draco immediately. After listening to Palmer, Draco's eyes lit up
again and whispered something back to Palmer. Palmer was

shocked and he hesitated. However, when he looked up at Master

Zhang and Fynna, he gritted his teeth and nodded firmly. Master

Zhang noticed the scene and said coldly, "Well, have you thought it
over? Are you willing to give me your girlfriend? Palmer said to

Master Zhang, "Master Zhang, this is really just a small conflict.We

know that we are wrong. The matter blew up in proportion because

of the assault towards your men. However, it was not us who
assaulted your men but someone else.".

.
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Chapter 595
Hearing this,Master Zhang was surprised and then sneered, "What

do you mean?" Palmer turned around and pointed to Shinnie and

Fade suddenly as he said, "It was them who assaulted your men just

now. Particularly, it was that girl, her name is Shinnie. The conflict
was worsened by them. They need to be responsible for this matter
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too." As soon as he said that, Fade and Shinnie's expressions turned
cold. They looked at Palmer with hostility. They had never thought
that he would turn on them after they helped him just now. Not
only did he not thank them, but he pushed all the blame to them in

the face of danger. Such behavior made them irked. Fade looked at

Palmer and said coldly, "Do you know what you are doing?" Palmer

gritted his teeth and said, "I'm telling the truth. You guys did it,
there's no need to argue." Right after saying that, Palmer turned to

Master Zhang and said, "Master Zhang, I know you like beautiful

women. Look at Shinnie Sun, she is absolutely gorgeous. If you
take her instead, you will absolutely be in heaven." Upon hearing

this, Fade's and Shinnie's faces sank further. Even Fynna's face was
stiff and full of disbelief. She yelled at him, "Palmer, what are you
doing?" Palmer grabbed Fynna's arm and tried to pull her over.
"Fynna, I'm trying to save you. Come over here quick!" "Palmer,
Shinnie saved us just now. How could you do this?" Fynna glared
at Palmer and asked. Palmer said in a hurry, "Fynna, I'm telling the

truth. They were the ones who started the fight just now.
Otherwise, it would never have escalated into such a big deal.
Besides, I'm doing it for you!" Fynna shook off his hand violently

and spat back at them, "Don't say that it's for me. You're obviously
doing it for yourself! From this moment on, we no longer have

anything to do with each other." As she spoke, Fynna broke free
from Palmer and went straight to Fade and Shinnie. With an

apologetic expression, she said, "Shinnie, I'm sorry. I didn't expect
Palmer to be such a person. L. She burst into tears. Shinnie hugged
Fynna gently and comforted her, "Fynna, understand, I understand.
That person's behavior has nothing to do with you. We will always

be good friends." "But now..." Fynna looked worried. Shinnie
glanced at Fade, then nodded slightly and said, "We will be fine.



Don't worry." Hearing that, Fynna somehow felt a sense of

inexplicable relief, and her heart gradually calmed down. On the

contrary, Draco and Palmer stared at them from the opposite side.
Palmer lowered his head, still unable to accept the fact that Fynna

had just left him. Draco sneered sarcastically and said, "Bunch of

ungrateful people! How dare they say that they will be fine right in

Master Zhang's face? Who do they think they are? Master Gong?
Haha!" At that time, Master Zhang also turned his eyes to Shinnie.
He stared at Shinnie greedily while praising her, "Not bad, she's
pretty good. This beauty is really stunning!" "I didn't expect to be

so lucky today to have fun with such a stunning beauty. It seems

that God really loves mel" Master Zhang snorted in delight As he

spoke, he approached Shinnie and reached out his hand towards

her cheek. Shinnie raised her gaze and flicked his hand away,
which made him cry in pain. He withdrew his hand immediately.
Xeno Zhang swung his hand as he stared at her and smirked, "Hey,
I didn't expect this beauty to be a feisty one! However, I do like a

little feistiness. It will make our time in bed more lively." While

speaking, he waved his hand and ordered his henchmen, "Go and

bring me the woman." All of a sudden, several strong men walked

towards Shinnie. Seeing this, Fynna became anxious. She ran in

front of Shinnie and blocked her from the strong men, declaring,
"Don't touch her!" Master Zhang raised his eyebrows and scoffed,
"Hmph, you're quite the fighter. Since you're so righteous, then I'll
have both of you together. Get both of them on my bed. I'll enjoy a
threesome later." Then, the strong men grabbed Fynna and were

about to take her away while the others went after Shinnie. Seeing
that Fynna was about to be taken away, Palmer who was watching

from the side couldn't help but be a little anxious. His body
trembled as he took a step forward unwittingly and said, "Fynna,



I-" When Draco saw this, he snorted and said to Palmer, "Palmer,
think carefully about the consequences if you step in! Don't blame

me for not reminding you!" Hearing that, Palmer quivered and

suddenly stopped short. He stood there motionlessly. In the end, he
retracted his steps. Draco nodded in satisfaction when he saw that.
Then, he patted Palmer on the shoulder and said earnestly, "Palmer,
just get through this. In the future, you will understand that it's just
a woman. It's not a big deal. Later, i'll arrange a few women for

you to have fun with. They will be absolutely beautiful. I promise

you that you'll have a good time." Afterwards, Draco looked at

Fynna and the others with a sneer and said, "Master Zhang's status
in Longxu City is beyond expectation. They are digging their own

graves. It serves them right." Palmer listened to Draco's words as he
looked at Fynna, who was being dragged away by the strong men.
He sighed, but did nothing in the end. On the other hand, Shinnie
saw the strong men coming for her. Her eyes turned cold in an

instant, she was ready to fight But at that moment, Fade emerged

from behind her, patted her on the shoulder and said, "Leave this to
me!" These strong men looked stronger than those gangsters from

earlier on, and there were more of them too. Even if Shinnie was a

master of martial arts, she was in a disadvantaged position

Therefore, Fade decided to make his move right then. Shinnie
retreated behind Fade. Heed his hand slightly to free Fynna from

the hands of those strong men, and then put her to safety behind

him. Standing in front of the two girls, Fade confronted the strong

men alone. Master Zhang snorted as he looked at Fade and said,
"Trying to be a hero. He surely knows how to take advantage of the

situation!" Then, he snorted and waved his hand as he ordered,
"Beat him. Beat him to death, I'll bear the responsibility." In an

instant, several burly men rushed towards Fade at the same time



Draco shook his head inadvertently as he glanced at Palmer and
said, "That guy doesn't know what's good or bad for him. Master

Zhang engaged these bodyguards from a martial arts center at a
high price. All of them are at least at the mid Yellow Level. That
kid is courting death!".

.

.

.
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Chapter 596
Palmer could not help but feel a shiver in his heart when he heard
this. Then, he sighed. He was glad he managed to escape in time.
Otherwise, he would have been in trouble too. Just as Palmer was

counting his luck, several burly men threw themselves at Fade.
They looked like they were going to tear Fade apart. Master Zhang

couldn't help but smile and feel extremely confident at the sight of

that. Meanwhile, Fynna looked nervous. She was extremely

worried. Shinnie comforted her with a smile while saying, "Don't
worry, they can't hurt Brother Chen." At that moment, the men

surrounded Fade and started attacking him, their fists and kicks

seeming about to hit Right at that moment, Fade suddenly moved.
His Fade. movements were smooth and swift. He weaved between

the strong men effortlessly and started his counterattack. Instantly,
the two parties exchanged blows. Despite Fade's seemingly easy

movements, the strong men had no chance to fight back. In less

than three minutes, Fade subdued all of Master Zhang's
bodyguards. They collapsed to the ground one after another,
twisting and groaning in pain. On the other hand, Fade stood there
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quietly as he looked at Master Zhang with a smile on his face. His
eyes looked ferocious. Master Zhang, who had been smiling, could
not help but tremble when he witnessed the scene. He had an

incredible look of disbelief on his face as he could not believe what
he saw. Draco and Palmer, who were beside Master Zhang, were
also dumbfounded. They didn't expect such an ending. "That guy.
Is he a martial arts practitioner too?" "He fought against so many

warriors of the mid Yellow Level at once. What level is he at

exactly?" While they were still in shock, Fade stepped forward and

walked over to Master Zhang. Master Zhang only came to his

senses when he saw the figure in front of him. He was horrified and
instinctively took a few steps back while stammering, "What...what
are you trying to do?" Fade looked at Master Zhang coldly and said,
"Take a guess." "I...I was wrong. I shouldn't have picked on you

guys. I won't pursue this matter any more. I'll leave immediately...
Master Zhang murmured hurriedly as he attempted to retreat.
However, Fade continued to close in. He shook his head slightly

and then threw a punch at Master Zhang. With nowhere else to run,
Master Zhang took the punch. In an instant, his nose and face was

bruised and swollen. He could see stars dancing in front of him as

he was about to pass out. Yet, Fade didn't stop. He approached
Master Zhang once again. There was a look of horror on Master

Zhang's face. He waved his hands and pleaded desperately, "No,
don't hit me. I am a member of the Zhang family. My father is

Finnley Zhang. My father will not let you go if you hit me. I.." Fade
ignored Master Zhang's plea and unleashed a series of punches and

kicks. Master Zhang howled in pain and agony. Seeing this, Draco
and Palmer's faces changed dramatically. They were shocked and

their legs went limp. They couldn't even stand properly. It was
only when Master Zhang was beaten black and blue that Fade



stopped attacking him. Fade dusted himself off and stood

triumphantly. On the other hand, Master Zhang was lying on the

ground. His face was red and swollen, and he was covered in blood.
All that could be heard was his heavy panting When Fade walked
back, his gaze turned towards Draco and Palmer. When the two

caught his gaze, they were so shaken that they almost collapsed to

the ground. Just when the two were in a panic, someone suddenly

ran in from the outside and said, "Master Zhang! President Zhang
and Master Gong are here. You should go welcome them. They are
right outside." When Draco and Palmer heard this, their eyes lit up.
President Zhang was none other than Master Zhang's father,
Finnley Zhang. He was the esteemed head of the second most

powerful family in Longxu City. As for Master Gong, he was the
eldest son of the Gong family, Ulrick Gong. The two of them were

both big shots in Longxu City. Their arrival gave Draco and Palmer

a glimmer of hope. Even the half dead Master Zhang struggled to

get up from the ground and said weakly, "Hurry, get my dad to

save me, quickly!" Draco helped Master Zhang to his feet and

Palmer went out together with them. Soon, they saw a car parked

at the entrance of the hotel. A middle-aged man in his forties and a

young man in his mid twenties came over At the sight of these two
people, Draco's eyes suddenly lit up. He exclaimed excitedly, "It's
really President Zhang and Master Gong! Now, things are going to
get interesting. Fade and the others are doomed." Palmer had

witnessed Fade's incredible skills just now. He was still a little
worried at the moment and said, "But Fade seems to be very

powerful. Is it really going to be okay?" Draco snorted and said, "It
doesn't matter how powerful his skills are! What era is this? No

matter how skillful one is in martial arts, he has to bow and

concede in the face of power." "You should know that President



Zhang and Master Gong are backed by the first and second most
powerful families in our city. They are beyond your imagination."
Right then, Finley and Ulrick had arrived at the entrance of the

hotel. Finley was wearing a full business suit like a typical

businessman. Master Gong on the other hand, let down his long

hair and was dressed in a fancy outfit, which made him look very

eye-catching. Draco and Palmer supported Master Zhang as they

walked up to greet them, "President Zhang, Master Gong!" The
moment Finley saw Master Zhang's beaten face, he was furious. His
on?" face darkened as he said, "What's going Draco said quickly, "A
moment ago, Master Zhang had a conflict with a group of people

inside the hotel. It seemed that there was a master of martial arts

among them. As a result, he managed to beat Master Zhang up."
Draco didn't bother to explain the cause of the incident and only

mentioned that Master Zhang was beaten up. Finnley's eyes
narrowed. He turned his gaze towards the hotel and shouted

furiously, "Whoever it was who hurt my son, come out

immediately!" The loud roar shocked everyone in the hotel. Then,
everyone's eyes were fixed on Fade. At the same time, Finnley had
walked over. He narrowed his eyes and glared at Fade. Then, he
said coldly, "It's you who beat my son! I see you are bold enough to
hurt my son in Longxu City." "Tell me, how do you want to die

next!" Finnley looked at Fade coldly, as if he was imagining how he

could beat Fade up. However, Fade's expression did not change. He
looked Finnley in the eye and said, "So you're President Zhang.
Shouldn't you ask me why beat your son? Maybe it was your son

who did something wrong!".
.

.



.
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Chapter 597 "What a joke! I don't need a reason to teach someone

a lesson in Longxu City!" Finnley scoffed, "Even if my son was

wrong, it's not up to outsiders like you to teach him a lesson."
"Since you dare touch my son, you must pay the price!" Finnley
bellowed. Then, he waved his hand and pointed to Fade, saying,
"Get him!" In an instant, a group of bodyguards in black rushed

towards Fade. Seeing this, Draco and Palmer snickered. They were
delighted to see Fade in trouble. Master Zhang was grinning at this

very moment. He then pointed behind Fade resentfully and blurted

out, "And the two girls, I want them. They are mine." Finnley
glanced at Shinnie and Fynna behind Fade and immediately
understood what his son meant. He waved his hand and ordered,
"Get those two at the back too. Be careful." With that, another few
bodyguards motioned towards Shinnie and Fynna. At that moment,
Shinnie suddenly stepped forward. She raised an eyebrow at

Master Gong and said, "Ulrick Gong, are people in Longxu City

always so rowdy and uneducated?" Ulrick's expression changed at

her words. His carefree expression sank. Everyone around them

gasped as their eyes widened in disbelief. They looked at Shinnie

with a hint of concern. Everyone knew that in Longxu City, they
would rather offend President Zhang than Master Gong. Although
both families were ranked first and second respectively, there was
a large gap between them. The fact that an elder like Finnley was

walking together with a youngster like Master Gong showed that
there was a huge difference between their power and status. As for
Shinnie, not only had she offended Finnley, she actually spoke out
without thinking and offended Ulrick. With that, she managed to
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offend the two biggest families in Longxu City simultaneously.
Everyone could already imagine how she was going to end up like.
Draco shook his head and said, "That Shinnie Sun is doomed. Even
if Master Zhang wants her now, she's doomed anyhow. To offend

Master Gong like this means death for her." Palmer quivered as he

listened to Draco's words. At the same time, he was secretly glad

that he had escaped in time. Otherwise, he would be dragged into

the situation like Fynna. Nothing would end well for them now. At
that moment, almost everyone's eyes fell on Master Gong, waiting
to see how he would deal with this ungrateful woman Ulrick's face
was solemn at the moment. He stepped forward and walked

towards Shinnie. However, as he got closer and saw her face, he
froze on the spot. The cold expression on his face dissipated

instantly and turned into a look of shock. He lowered his gaze and

ran over to Shinnie. Then, he nodded and bowed as he said

respectfully, "Miss Sun, why are you in Longxu City?" All of a
sudden, everyone was dumbfounded. They didn't expect to see

such a turn of events. The ferocious Master Gong didn't punish the

woman, but instead greeted her respectfully. Everyone was puzzled
by the change. They looked at the scene before them in disbelief.
At that point, Master Gong ignored their surprise completely. He
just smiled as he greeted Shinnie, "Miss Sun, is there anything I can
do for you?" Shinnie glanced at Ulrick, then pointed to Fade and

Fynna and said, "They are my friends.." Before Shinnie finished her

words, Ulrick immediately, "I understand!" replied Then, Ulrick
shouted at Finnley's bodyguards, ordering them to retreat. After
that, he approached Shinnie with a flattering smile and asked,
"Miss Sun, what's going on? How did this happen? You guys..."
Hearing this, Shinnie looked at Master Zhang and then said,
"Brother Chen and I happened to meet Xeno Zhang bullying my



classmate Fynna Yuan. Therefore, we decided to teach him a lesson.
That's it." Hearing this, Master Gong nodded quickly as he said,
"You did right. You've taught him a good lesson!" After that,Master

Gong gestured to Finley, who was still frowning and in a daze, and
said, "President Zhang, come and apologize to Miss Sun! And Xeno,
come over here too." Finnley's expression changed upon hearing

Ulrick's comment. His face crumpled. He looked at Ulrick with

some confusion and said in a low voice, "Master Gong, she beat my

son, but you asked me to apologize to her. Are you kidding me?"
Hearing this, Ulrick's tone turned hostile as he affirmed, "You
heard me right. I want you and your son to come and apologize

immediately. Otherwise, you will regret it if Miss Sun gets angry."
Draco and Palmer, who were still supporting Master Zhang, were
equally confused. They didn't understand what had happened.
Finnley was silent for a moment, his eyebrows tightly knitted. He
said, "Master Gong, why? I hope you can give me an explanation."
Ulrick was slightly impatient at Finnley's reluctance. He frowned
and said, "Finnley Zhang, I have given you a chance. If you don't
cherish it, don't blame me for not telling you." "Let me tell you,
Miss Sun comes from Dragonville!" This statement made Finnley's
whole body shake. Then his expression changed drastically as he

looked utterly shocked. At that moment, his heart was in a turmoil.
Her surname was Sun. She came from Dragonville and had

exceptional martial arts skills, not to mention the fact that Ulrick

was so respectful towards her. It could only mean one thing.
Shinnie Sun was from the Sun family of Dragonville. She was the
eldest daughter of the Sun family which was the highest ranking
family in Long City Thinking of this, Finnley couldn't help but

tremble. He looked frightened and broke out in cold sweat. Seeing
this, Ulrick knew that Finnley had found the answer. He repeated



himself, "President Zhang, why not you come over and apologize

now? Finnley came to his senses and rushed over. He bowed
respectfully to Shinnie and said, "Miss Sun, I'm sorry that I didn't
discipline my son well. My son has acted unscrupulously and

offended you unintentionally, I will teach him a good lesson and

give you a proper explanation. I hope you can forgive us." At that
moment, Master Zhang, Draco, and Palmer were stunned to see

President Zhang's reaction. They did not expect Master Zhang, the
head of the second most powerful family in Longxu City, to
actually bow and apologize to a young girl. For a moment, Master

Zhang couldn't accept it. He shouted, "Dad, what are you doing!
That woman assaulted me. How can you apologize to them? I want

you to teach them a lesson and avenge me, I..".
.

.

.
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Chapter 598
Master Zhang was still protesting and Finnley's face was livid. He
slapped his son and knocked him to the ground. Then, he yelled at

his son unsympathetically, "Stop talking nonsense! Get over here
and apologize to Miss Sun, now!" "But, I." Master Zhang still didn't
understand what was going on Finnley gritted his teeth and said,
"Miss Shinnie Sun is from Long City, and she is the eldest daughter

of Long City's Sun Family." As soon as he said this, Master Zhang,
Draco and Palmer were all stunned. They looked at Shinnie in

disbelief. The name Shinnie did not ring a bell, but they knew a lot

about the Sun Family in Long City. After all, in Longxu City, the
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most powerful families such as the Gong family and the Zhang
family had a warrior at the early Black Level. They were extremely

powerful. As for the Sun family in Long City, they had Francesca

Sun, the top master of Long City. In other words, they outclassed

everyone. Moreover, there was a mysterious Master Chen who was

above Francesca. He was in a league of his own. At the thought of
this, the three of them were all shocked and they were glued to the

ground. When Finnley saw this, he shouted at them, "Kneel down
and apologise to Miss Sun this instant." Immediately, Master Zhang,
who had been lying on the ground, knelt down despite the pain.
Draco and Palmer also knelt down before Shinnie and apologised in
horror and fear, "Miss Sun, we failed to recognise your status as a

big shot from Long City. We spoke poorly and deserve to die. Miss

Sun, please spare our lives." Shinnie looked at Master Zhang and

the others who were kneeling on the ground and begging for mercy.
Then, she looked at Fynna. Fynna tugged Shinnie's hand gently,
implying that it was Shinnie's decision to make. Shinnie then
looked at Fade and asked, "Brother Chen, what should we do with

them?" The scene stunned Finnley. He didn't understand why Miss

Sun was asking an unknown young boy for advice. It seemed like

she respected him a lot. Just as Finnley was wondering about this,
Ulrick Gong was staring at Fade, deep in thought. All of a sudden,
he realized something. His body trembled violently and his eyes

widened in utter shock. In an instant, he rushed over to Fade with

a sheepish smile and greeted him respectfully, "Mr. Chen, you're
here! I'm sorry I didn't recognise you sooner. Please forgive me. If
you have any requests, just let me know and i'll fulfill all your
needs." Ulrick's attitude shocked Finnley and the others. He was
more respectful than how he talked to Shinnie and even looked a
bit frightened when talking to Fade. Shinnie was the eldest



daughter of the Sun family, so Ulrick naturally respected he But

now, Ulrick was even more respectful towards Fade. What did this

mean? It meant that Fade's status was even more distinguished

than hers! He held more authority than the eldest daughter of the

Sun family at such a young age! Finnley and the others couldn't
fathom the kind of power Fade had. Meanwhile, Master Gong was

silently screaming at their stupidity The man in front of him was
the one and only Master Chen! He had defeated Francesca, the top
master of Long City, and has been supporting the Sun family

secretly ever since! No wonder Master Gong was so nervous that he

lost his composure Master Gong looked at Fade with respect. If
Fade didn't respond, Master Gong would've remained still. It was
not until Fade gently waved his hand that Master Gong stood up
straight and respectfully lowered his sight. Meanwhile, Xeno,
Draco, and Palmer were still begging for mercy Fade glanced at the

three of them coldly, then waved his hand and said, "Each of them,
break one of their legs. That should be a good enough punishment."
Hearing this, Xeno and the two others quivered violently. Finnley
also frowned and his heart sank slightly. Obviously, he didn't want
his son to be crippled. Master Gong noticed his reluctance and

snapped, "Mr. Chen is already generous enough to spare your lives.
Hurry up and thank him." Finnley could sense the sternness in

Master Gong's tone. He quickly gestured to his son and took the

initiative to thank Mr. Chen, "Thank you, Mr. Chen!" Xeno and the

other two also expressed their gratitude. After they thanked him,
three crisp sounds could be heard. Their left legs were broken, and
they howled in pain as they fell to the ground. As this all happened,
Fade looked away and glanced towards Shinnie. He said, "We

should go back and rest." Shinnie nodded and followed behind

Fade, holding Fynna's hand. They left together. Behind him,



Master Gong bowed. It was not until Fade's back was completely

out of sight that he stood up straight. Finnley also followed in

Master Gong's lead. When he saw Master Gong straighten his back,
he got up too. Then, he immediately called for a doctor. Next, he
looked at Master Gong puzzledly and asked, "Master Gong, who is

that Mr. Chen? How can you." Master Gong snorted and gave him

some hints, "Think about it. His surname is Chen. He is very young
and is skilled at martial arts. On top of that, Miss Sun respect him a

lot. Who do you think he is?" Finnley pursed his lips and thought

for a moment. Then, he suddenly figured it out. He was wide-eyed
and looked horrified. He looked at Master Gong and said, "Master

Gong, is he the big shot?" "Who else could he be?" Ulrick said. "I
should go back and report this to my father. Till then." With this,
Ulrick left hastily. Finnley was still a little shocked. He was
speechless and froze in his shoes, At this moment, Master Zhang,
who had been holding back for a long time, couldn't contain
himself anymore. When he thought of what happened that day, he
felt aggrieved. Despite being a well-known figure in Longxu City,
he was beaten up badly in his own territory. He was even forced to

kneel down and apologise to the people who beat him up. This
kind of humiliation was something that Master Zhang had never
experienced before. At the thought of this, he felt so wronged that

he couldn't suppress his anger. "That guy humiliated me. ....I won't
forget this!" Master Zhang gritted his teeth in anger. Draco and

Palmer were also annoyed. They were about to chime in and agree

with Master Zhang. At that moment, Finnley, who had come to his

senses, suddenly slapped Master Zhang. He reprimanded angrily,
"B*stard! Stop saying nonsense, haven't you caused enough trouble

already? Are you trying to get the whole Zhang family into



trouble?" In an instant, Master Zhang's face swelled up so badly

that he looked terribly deformed..
.

.
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Chapter 599
Master Zhang stared at his father and pouted, "Dad, why did you

hit me? That man has already left. Can't I just complain a little?"
When Finnley heard this, he became even more enraged. He
slapped his son again and roared, "Why are you still complaining?
Don't you know that one wrong word and you could ruin the whole

Zhang family? How dare you complain!" Master Zhang looked at

his father in disbelief and muttered, "Are you exaggerating? Just

one wrong word and we're finished? How is that possible?"
Finnley shouted angrily, "Exaggerating? I'm telling you that this is

no time to underestimate him. If he wants to wipe the Zhang family

out, it probably takes just one look from him." "How could that be?
That's terrifying!" Master Zhang could not believe his ears. Finnley
said, "Terrifying, right? Here's why!" "Why?" Other than Master

Zhang, Draco and Palmer were also listening with curiosity.
Finnley lowered his voice and said, "Because he is actually Master

Chen!" "Master Chen! What Master Chen?" Master Zhang hadn't
realised it yet. Finnley glared at him, "He is from Long City, has a
good relationship with Miss Sun, and is strong. Who else do you

think I am referring to?" When he heard this, Master Zhang

trembled. Then, he finally realised it and was shocked. He looked
at his father and exclaimed, "Dad, do you mean THE Master Chen,
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the one from the Sun Family?" "Who else do you think it could be?"
Finnley snorted and said, "Think about what just happened. Why

would Ulrick be so respectful towards him? Or even lower his

voice?" "Master Chen.. He is the legendary Master Chen!" The
thought of it made Xeno, Draco and Palmer shocked. They had

heard so many rumours about Master Chen, but they never

dreamed that one day they would be able to see him in person. It
felt like a dream! After they got over the shock, they started feeling
a chill up their spine. They were terrified for they just went

head-on with an influential figure. At that moment, they looked at

their broken left legs and were thankful to have gotten off with just
broken legs. After all, Master Chen had killed many people. They
were lucky enough to survive. Because of that, the three of them
were in shock. They didn't even remember getting carried into an

ambulance or being admitted into the hospital. Meanwhile, in the

guest room of the hotel, Fynna sat stiffly on the sofa. She glanced at
Shinnie and Fade from time to time and seemed to be very cautious.
After all, she had witnessed it with her own eyes just now. So many

big shots treated them with respect. Although she was not very

clear about the extent of their power, she knew that they were not

ordinary people.When Fynna thought of this, she couldn't help but
be overcautious in front of Shinnie and Fade.When Shinnie noticed

this, she took the initiative to go over and chat with Fynna to

relieve her nervousness. Then, she comforted Fynna for a while

before resting with her in the same room. Fade went back to his

bedroom. After washing up, he retired for the day as well The next

day, Fade and the others woke up and had breakfast at the hotel.
Fynna's mood finally stabilised. She also knew that Fade and

Shinnie had other things to do, so she took the initiative to leave.
Subsequently, Ulrick, his father and Finnley arrived at the hotel



door with a group of powerful men from Longxu City, hoping to

pay their respects to Master Chen and Miss Sun. Both of them

didn't like this kind of attention. All they got from Ulrick was a

guide who was familiar with the local mountainous area. Then,
they sent the rest of them back. Along with the guide, both of them

left the city and headed for their destination Half a day of
journeying later, the three of them entered the mountainous area.
The forests here were very dense and it was hard to see the path
ahead. If it weren't for the random photos that were taken, no one

would have known that there were activities going on deep in the
mountain. They were less than a kilometre away from the place

where the people of the Skull Mob were last seen. Fade had the

guide wait in one spot as he and Shinnie eaked quietly towards
their destination. Everything was going well. They successfully

reached an area a hundred metres away from their target. They hid
in a bush and observed the situation with a spyglass. They could

see a lush valley from the spyglass. On the flat ground was a small

and simple wooden cottage. There were some tents there, and
some basic necessities were scattered around. Obviously, someone

lived there. Fade and Shinnie staked out for a long time, but
nobody approached the wooden cottage or the tent. "Could it be

that they are resting in the cottage during the day, and go out at

night?" Fade wondered. Then, he gestured at Shinnie before

quietly creeping over. Soon, Fade arrived at the edge of the tent.
He carefully walked to the side of the tent and surveyed it, only to
learn that there was no one inside. However, the place looked
messy, as if someone had left in a hurry. He continued to inch

forward silently as he checked the other tents. Similarly, no one

was living in the other tents. Furthermore, the tents looked nearly

the same: messy but empty Upon a scout of the situation, Fade
realized the situation was far more mysterious than they had



expected. He frowned. Finally, he reached the wooden cottage in

the middle. As soon as he approached the house, Fade caught a
whiff of blood. A thought flashed through his mind. He
immediately pushed the door open and entered. Immediately, he
saw a wooden bed in the centre of the house. On the wooden bed

lay a bloody figure. Fade approached the figure and searched it,
only to learn that the person was already long dead. However,
further examination found that the person had just been dead a few
hours ago. Upon inspection, Fade noticed that the area around the

bed was very messy. There were some metal instruments and

accessories on the ground. Fade picked one up and examined it

carefully. He realised that the metal parts were very exquisite. At
first glance, it looked like parts from metal instruments. Fade was
increasingly confused. Deep in the forest, they had found a bloody

corpse littered with parts of metal instruments. The entire situation
seemed a little weird. At this moment, Shinnie came over quietly

and asked, "Brother Chen, did you find anything?" As soon as she

entered the door, she saw the bloody corpse and she shrieked in

fear. Fortunately, there were no enemies nearby. Otherwise, they
would have alerted the enemies a long time ago..
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Chapter 600
Fade hurried out and comforted Shinnie. Eventually, she managed

to calm down. Then, Fade and Shinnie, who just regained her

senses, entered the house again to look for clues. This time, Fade
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made a discovery. He found something unusual on the bloody body.
There were many small holes in the main artery that caused blood
to flow out constantly. It was as if someone deliberately poked

holes there. After that, he carefully checked the scene again and

made another discovery. In a corner on the floor, he found a small

accessory that he recognised at first glance. It belonged to Jeremy

Lin. Since Fade and Quin paid a lot of attention to Jeremy when he

disappeared, Fade was very familiar with Jeremy's things.
Previously, during their trip to Fuma Town, the Skull Mob used

Jeremy to lure Quin over. Yet now, in this strange hut in the

middle of nowhere, the bloody corpse, as well as Jeremy's
belongings connected the Skull Mob to Jeremy. This caused Fade to
secretly worry about his wife, Quin. Later, Fade contacted Ulrick

and asked that he send someone over to conduct some detailed
investigation. Both Fade and Shinnie searched the vicinity for a

while but found nothing. After that, Fade took Shinnie back to

Long City. After exchanging clues with Francesca and the others,
Fade returned home. When he got off work and saw his wife return

home, Fade's heart skipped a beat. He walked forward and hugged

Quin. Quin was startled by Fade's actions. She thought that Fade
was trying to play with her so she pushed him away. A moment

later, she realised that he was acting a bit differently. He did not

make any suggestive moves nor try anything on her. He just
hugged her gently. Quin felt that he had something on his mind.
She could not help but rub her hands gently along his back. She
patted him a few times and said softly, "What's wrong? What

happened this time?" Quin held Fade in her arms and comforted

him like a gentle elder sister He was silent for a while and didn't
say anything but just looked at her. After a long while, he muttered,
"Dear, I don't want anything to happen to you." She was stunned



and asked, "Is something going to happen to me? i'll be fine.
What's wrong? Did you get into any trouble?" He didn't want to
hide it from her, so he told her about what he had found in Longxu

City and how he found Jeremy's accessories in the house. Quin
listened intently and was also shocked. She remained silent for a

while Then, she looked at Fade and said, "I know you want to help

me find Jeremy." "Yes." He nodded. She looked at him tenderly and

said with a solemn expression, "Although I really want to find

Jeremy and figure out what happened, it's more important that

nothing happens to you." There was no romance or warmth in this

simple sentence, but at this moment, her words gave him strength.
His heart felt warm, and he found himself smiling at her. Fade
nodded and said, "Honey, you're so kind." She was not used to his

nauseating language, so she blushed. She turned her head shyly

and said, "I'm going to take a bath. Rest up!" Quin got up and left.
Fade grabbed her hand and chuckled, "Dear, let's take a bath
together." Upon hearing this, she glared at him and said, "Don't you
even think about it." Then, she strode into the bathroom in her high

heels. Fade, on the other hand, looked at her blurry figure in the

bathroom with a smile. At this moment, he had no other thoughts.
He simply looked at his woman and thought, "Skull Mob, it doesn't
matter who or how powerful you are. If you dare mess with Quin, I
will end all of you." "Because Quin is my wife!" Their sincere and
upfront confession allowed Fade to have a rare good sleep with his
wife that night, Over the next few days, he temporarily put the

Skull Mob aside. He often went to the Sun family home to help

Francesca train the Sun family's children to prepare them for their

upcoming martial arts convention. In addition to training, he also
went to the Sky Martial Arts Center a lot more often. This was
because the members of the Sky Martial Arts Club were also



preparing for the Martial Arts Convention of the Five Provinces It
was the most anticipated martial arts convention of the year, and
the highlight of the convention was definitely the showdown
between the five provinces. However, after many years of

development, in addition to the battle between the top dogs, the
competition gradually became more and more popular among
lower level competitors. Many ordinary fighters from the five

provinces took this opportunity to compete with each other. If they
won, they would make a name for themselves, if they lost, they
could learn from the experience and improve their fighting style. In
addition, there were all kinds of bets going on. The bettings made

the competition more exciting and it attracted more participants
The members of the Sky Martial Arts Club had their eyes on
becoming the champion amongst all ordinary fighters. Therefore,
Fade helped Tom Wei train the students in the martial arts club. A
few days later, Fade arrived at the Sky Martial Arts Club again.
However, he wasn't wearing the uniform of the martial arts club.
Instead, he wore a sports suit and stood with the students at the

door. Because today, the Sky Martial Arts Club was going to

conduct special training. It was not the usual fighting and sparring

in the martial arts club. Instead, they were going into the wild for a
special cross-country run. For special training, the members of the

Sky Martial Arts Clubworld travel to a scenic area called Old
Dragon Mountain in the suburbs of Long City. After climbing up

the mountain and reaching the peak, they would have to take their

attendance before climbing back down again. This kind of special

training involved navigating and camping in the wilderness. Of
course, it was not a problem for Fade. It was also a piece of cake for
Macallan Zhang and Tom. However, most of the students in the

martial arts club had average strength, so this kind of special

training was quite difficult for them. Fade was present to ensure



the safety of the students along the way and to give them more
instructions at the same time. After the special training rules were

stated clearly, the whole martial arts club started charging forward

under Macallan's leadership As the bodyguard, Fade ran behind

the team..


